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Introducing the first cloud-based, 

full integrated attraction photography 

solution, built on RocketOS

They’ll get treasured mementos.

You’ll get a reliable revenue stream.

It’s a win-win. 

With the new RocketOS photography solution, 
you can take control of your attraction photographs.

Remove barriers between visitors and their photos

Supercharge your marketing

Connect your photo system with ticketing and reservations, online sales, analytics and more 

to create a seamless experience for visitors and sell more photos. Visitors can log in after they 

get home and access their photos using their digital tickets or other reservation info!

Bring guests back to your attraction by using their own photos as powerful marketing assets. 

Create value-add offers for voucher partners, resellers, and concierge partners. Run your own 

campaigns with customized coupons and special promotions.  

Average Prices for 

Printed Attraction 

Photos

Local Regional International

$20 - 25 $25 - 35 $35 - 45

Increase revenue and improve the visitor experience 

RocketOS can help you put a photo system in place that puts dollars 

back into your organization - not in a 3rd party vendor’s pocket. Increase 

your overall visitor value by owning this popular part of their experience. 

RocketOS only takes 4%, unlike traditional vendors who may collect more 

than 80% of your photo revenue.
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Make attraction photos easy and seamless 

for your visitors and your team.
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Leverage your photo 

system to reconnect with 

visitors and bring them 

back to your attraction.

Each visitor gets a barcode on their phone or ticket which will be used to manage all 

their photos at your attraction.

Whether you’re using automated photobooths, on-site photographers, or something 

else - all visitors need to do is scan their barcode. No matter how many photo 

locations you have at your attraction, visitors can access them all with one easy scan.

Visitors can view their photos online, select the ones they want prints of, and more 

using their unique barcode or reservation information. You can provide them with a 

unique URL they can use to access their photos for however long you choose.


